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Annex 
 
1. The number of Syrian refugees that have been housed in Wales; 
2. The number of Syrian refugees that is intended to be housed in Wales in 2016 and 

the following years; 
3. The total number of Syrian refugee families that will be housed in Wales; 
4. Details of the make up of these families (age, sex, religion); 
5. Which local authorities have agreed to house Syrian refugees;  
6. Copies of any advice on the number of Syrian refugees that could be housed in 

Wales; 
7. The number of single males that will be housed in Wales; 
8. The number of unaccompanied children that will be housed in Wales, their age range 

and where they will be located; 
9. Details of all preparations made for the accommodation of those Syrian refugees to 

be housed in Wales; 
10. Details of the costs of accommodating those Syrian refugees to be housed in Wales, 

on an individual as well as annual basis; 
11. The project cost over the next 5 years, and beyond;  
12. Which refugee camps have the Syrian refugees come from; 
13. How long have they been in those camps;  
14. How much funding has been provided to organisation who are supporting Syrian 

refugees; 
15. Which organisations; 
 
 
16. The identity (by class) of the party who initially suggested Wales take some of the 

Syrian refugees; 
17. Copies of correspondence from UK Government requesting that Wales 

accommodate Syrian refugees;  
18. What are the specific requirements made by the UK Government to Wales / Welsh 

local authorities in respect of refugees; 
19. Details as to why the announcement that Wales would take circa 50 Syrian refugees 

was made at the British-Irish Council meeting; 
20. Details of the security vetting/checks undertaken on each individual before they have 

been granted refugee status to the UK; 
21. Details of any checks carried out by the Welsh Government as to the verify the 

security vetting/checks have been undertaken thoroughly;  
22. Details of the health and criminal record checks undertaken on each individual before 

they have been granted refugee status to the UK; 
23. The Welsh Government policy on the dispersal of Syrian refugees; 
24. Correspondence with the UK Government regarding the policy for dispersing Syrian 

refugees; 
25. Copies of the Welsh Government plans to re-settle these refugees back in Syria; 
26.  Details of checks made on the reasons why these refugees are coming to the    

UK/Wales; 
 
 



 
27. The current number of refugees and asylum seekers in Wales; 
28. Details of the cost of accommodating all refugees and asylum seekers; 
29. The amount of funding provided by UK government to accommodate these refugees 

and asylum seekers; 
30. The amount of funding provided by UK Government to support these refugees/local 

authorities; 
31. Details of any other funding streams that will be used to support these refugees; 
32. How much funding is provided to organisations supporting refugees and asylum 

seekers; 
33. Which organisations; 
34. How much funding is provided to organisations who provide assistance to migrants at 

Calais, and other channel ports; 
35. Which organisations;  
36. How many people are awaiting council accommodation; 
37. The current unemployment figures for Wales; 
38. The current number of homeless people in Wales; 
 
 


